Abstract-The current internet architecture is inefficient in fulfilling the demands of newly emerging internet applications. To address this issue, several over-the-top (OTT) application-level solutions have been employed, making the overall architecture very complex. Information-centric-networking (ICN) architecture has emerged as a promising alternative solution. The ICN architecture decouples the content from the host at the network level and supports the temporary storage of content in an innetwork cache. Fundamentally, the ICN can be considered a multisource, multicast content-delivery solution. Because of the benefits of network coding in multicasting scenarios and proven benefits in distributed storage networks, the network coding is apt for the ICN architecture. In this study, we propose a solvable linear network-coding scheme for the ICN architecture. We also propose a practical implementation of the network-coding scheme for the ICN, particularly for the content-centric network (CCN) architecture, which is termed the coded CCN (CCCN). The performance results show that the network-coding scheme improves the performance of the CCN and significantly reduces the network traffic and average download delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY, a profound increase in Internet connectivity has been observed. With new emerging Internet applications, such as online social-networking applications, live video streaming, video sharing, multi-user online gaming, and IoT, Internet semantics have changed from host centric to content centric. To meet the requirements of emerging Internet applications, several application-layer solutions are employed in the current Internet architecture, known as over-the-top (OTT) applications such as the content delivery network (CDN), web caching, and peer-to-peer networking [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, the additions of new OTT applications are leading towards more complex Internet architecture. Van Jacobson identified a fundamental paradigm shift in Internet services [7] and introduced a fresh concept of Internet architecture, known as information-centric networking (ICN). In the ICN model, "in-network caching" is an integral part of the ICN service framework [8] [9] [10] . Unlike CDNs, web caching, and P2P networking, the ICN is a network-layer solution; hence, all This work is supported in part by research funds 2018, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, and in part by ICT R&D program of MSIP/ITTP. 2016-0-00192, Standards development for service control and contents delivery for smart signage services.
ICN-enabled routers are responsible for storing the downloaded content for a limited time. In the ICN paradigm, users request content-by-content names and the network maps the request to the location of the content across the network. The ICN routers create a cache network (CN), wherein cache routers perform caching and other processing operations.
Because of the caching abilities, the network traffic in ICN is significantly less compared to the conventional IP networks. In ICN, the dissemination of content instantly after content publishing can be considered a single source (publisher as a single source) multicast (consumers are multiple receivers) scenario. Though, with the passage of time, the content spreads out in the network in the form of content segments and can be temporarily stored using various intermediate cache routers, termed the custodian nodes. Now, further requests from the consumers can be considered a multisource, multicast scenario. However, If a publisher employs the off-path caching strategy, the content dissemination is considered a multisource, multicast scenario from the start.
Network coding is a widely studied technique for multisource, multicast scenarios [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In comparison to the conventional multicast solution, which requires group management protocols and construction of multicast trees, the network coding can achieve multicast using a feasible coding scheme computable in polynomial time [11, 12] . Moreover, in conventional IP-based networks, a network-level multisourcemulticast solution is unavailable [16] . In contrast, the ICN is a network-level solution, and fundamentally, the ICN can be considered as a multisource, multicast content-delivery solution. Additionally, the network coding has been proven beneficial in other types of content-oriented distributed storage networks [17] such as peer-to-peer [18] [19] [20] and CDN [21] . Hence, because of the benefits of network coding in multicasting scenarios and proven benefits in distributed storage networks, the network coding is apt for the ICN architecture.
However, there is very few work has been published related to the practical implementation of network coding in ICN. In [22] authors identified few use cases of network coding in ICN architecture. In [23] In [24] authors presented a coded-caching scheme for the ICN, but this short article does not provide details of the proposed scheme. Moreover, in coded-caching, the consumer sends the coefficient vectors for the linear coding, but it is not clear how consumer get this information.
In another study [25] , a network coding scheme for an ICN architecture [26] , similar to Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [27] was proposed. The proposed scheme utilized practical fountain codes called Luby transform codes [28] , as an information theoretic approach for encoding content, and proved the benefit of network-coding for DONA kind of ICN architecture [26] .
In other work [29] , the author extended the work of fountain coding scheme for the edge network with an opportunistic network environment. Other work [30] , presents a networkcoding scheme for the content-centric network (CCN) architecture called NC-CCN. However, NC-CCN scheme violates the basic naming semantics of CCN architecture and makes the pending interest table (PIT) ineffective.
In another study [31] , the authors presented a low latency, low loss streaming mechanism, convenient for high-quality delay-sensitive video streaming in CNN/NDN, named L4C2. The L4C2 scheme is based on RLNC model discussed in [32] . In L4C2 requesting nodes first estimate the acceptable delay and probability of packet loss and based on estimation node can target the retrieval of lost coded data packet from cache. Owing to adaptation of RLNC in L4C2, the proposed scheme also provides an efficient way of multicast and multipath delivery of streaming video. However, this scheme is based on assumption that the traffic volume of high-quality delay-sensitive video applications competing with other traffic will increase. This assumption can raise issues of fairness in network.
In [33] authors used the network coding in CCN/NDN architecture to provide an efficient, secure and lightweight authentication scheme. The main objective of proposed scheme is to find the optimal coding assignment that minimizes the total calculation cost while satisfying the required security level.
In this study, first, we show that a linear coding scheme exists for the ICN architecture, which is solvable in polynomial time. We adopted the model and approach from another study [11] . In later sections, we show that the linear-coding techniques can be employed for the ICN and that there are many advantages of using the network coding for the ICN architecture. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the network coding for the ICN architecture. In Section III, we describe an algebraic approach to the network coding for the ICN. In Section IV, the proposed scheme is described in detail. Section V presents the results of the performance analysis of the proposed scheme against native ICN and IP-based network. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section VI..
II. NETWORK CODING FOR ICN
Caching is an integral part of the ICN architecture. A node that generates content is called a publisher node, and a node that requests content is known as a consumer node; a consumer or publisher node can be a human held device or an automated machine. The published content should be permanently stored in at least one cache node; it can be a publisher node or any other custodian node. The ICN-enabled cache routers can store the content segments for future use; hence, the content is temporarily cached in a few intermediate cache routers while it is being delivered to a consumer. If the content requests traverse a cache router that holds a temporarily cached copy of that particular content segment, the request is entertained locally without being routed to the publisher. Therefore, the delivery of the content to the consumer space in response to further requests can be considered a multisource, multicast scenario. Fig. 1 shows a simple example of the content delivery in the ICN in the presence of network coding. A publisher P publishes a content object 1 , which is divided into two equal-sized segments 1 and 2 . The intermediate cache routers B and C contain temporary copies of 1 and 2 , respectively. The cache routers E, F, and I are gateway routers connected to the consumer space. Note that the directed graph shown in Fig.  1 represents the data delivery graph of an actual undirected network. We assume that at some arbitrary time 0 , the three gateway routers inject the interest packet for the content 1 . In a conventional ICN network, both the segments cannot be delivered to all the three receiver-gateway cache routers because an intermediate link DG is shared between all the paths. However, with a linear-coding scheme, the cache router D helps in linearly combining the segments, and hence, the three receiver-gateway cache routers can receive the data simultaneously.
The receiver 1 receives 1 (the encoded form of 1 ) directly from the custodian cache router B and linearly combined encoded symbol ( 1 , 1 1 + 2 2 ) from the cache router G. Similarly, 2 and 3 receive ( 2 , 1 1 + 2 2 ) and ( 3 1 + 4 ( 1 1 + 2 2 ), 5 2 + 6 ( 1 1 + 2 2 )) , respectively. All the encoded symbols are the linear combination of the segments of the requested content. The receiver-gateway routers can retrieve the data by solving a simple system of linear equations (discussed in detail in subsequent sections). The three receivers receive the encoded symbols simultaneously and each receiver is considered to have This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of IEEE Systems Journal. 
A. Coding Theorem for ICN
We consider a scale-free acyclic graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of vertices representing the cache router, and E is a set of edges. The edge capacity is assumed to be one content segment per unit time, i.e., 1 seg/s, where each segment is considered to be bits long. The high-capacity links between the cache routers are defined as multiple parallel unit capacity edges in G. Further, a cache router stores one or multiple segments of the same content object based on a cachereplacement policy.
Definition: Min-cut is the set of minimal number of edges between two vertices in G, the removal of which is sufficient to disconnect the vertices. Min-cut also defines the number of disjoint paths between two vertices.
Note that in our model, a link with higher capacity is defined as multiple parallel unit capacity edges in G; therefore, in a mincut, the link with higher capacity is counted multiple times.
The min-cut max-flow (MCMF) is a well-studied theorem in the field of network coding [11, 12] . The MCMF theorem states that for a graph G = (V, E) with unit capacity edges, the mincut between any two vertices is exactly equal to the number of disjoint paths. As discussed earlier, the content delivery in the ICN can be considered a multisource, multicast scenario. Accordingly, we redefine the MCMF theorem for the ICN as follows.
Theorem 1:
Consider a graph G = (V, E) with unit capacity edges. At any given time, we can transform
′ represents the extension of graph with an identified multiple independent or linearly correlated publisher and custodian nodes represented by ⊂ ′ . The set of receiver-gateway cache routers can receive data from all source nodes simultaneously with at most ( ( ↔ ) ) bits/s. This simultaneous transmission exists over a sufficiently large finite field 2 , wherein some or all intermediate nodes are used to linearly combine the information, and the coefficients of the linear coding are chosen independently and uniformly over the finite field 2 .
Proof:
In the ICN, the information received by the gateway-cache router is originated from multiple source nodes . With the unit capacity edges, the max-flow is equal to ↔ min-cut or number of disjoint paths. Hence, using the MCMF theorem, the possible maximum traffic flow between and source nodes is equal to the weighted sum of the ↔ min-cut. Hence, the simultaneous transmission ∀ ∈ is the weighted sum of the minimum ↔ min-cut. This is possible because an overlapping edge of all disjoint paths linearly combines the data packets. Moreover, based on [34, theorem 1], there always exists a positive probability of the success of the simultaneous transmission, which is directly proportional to the size of the finite field 2 and inversely proportional to the path length.
III. ALGEBRAIC APPROACH TO NETWORK CODING FOR ICN
Network coding has various theoretical frameworks [11] [12] [29] [30] [31] . In this study, we employed an algebraic approach to network coding, as discussed in another study [11] .
We reconsider the example shown in Fig. 1 . In the given example, the cache routers D, E, and F are the best points for performing the linear coding on the incoming data packet. Further, we assume that the set of values of coefficients { } of the linear coding is defined over a sufficiently large finite field 2 such that coding can be performed (Theorem 2). The coding points and cache routers D, E, and F associate a coefficient value to all incoming edges. The set of coefficients associated with each coding point is called the coding vector. For a given example, we can define the transform matrices 1 , 2 , and 3 for 1 , 2 , and 3 , respectively, as given below. We consider , as the symbol received by the gatewaycache router at the th incoming edge for content . The receiver can then recover all encoded symbols (simultaneously sent by sources) by solving the following linear system of equation. In a coded network, for a receiver , the network is an ( ) output system, where ( ) represents the number of incoming edges. Moreover, the receiver can decode the incoming encoded symbols using a network transformation matrix . To route the requested content segments simultaneously from multiple sources to a receiver-gateway cache router , we have to obtain ( ) number of disjoints that connect all the sources. Hence, for multiple receivergateway cache routers , we have ( ) number of disjoint paths. These paths may overlap on certain edges. To ensure a simultaneous reception, the tail nodes of the overlapping edges are the best coding points in the network. An equivalent algebraic form of Theorem 1 is given below.
Theorem 2:
Consider a graph G = (V, E) with unit capacity edges. At any given time, we can transform → ′ = ( ′ ≡ ∪ , ′ ≡ ∪ ), where ′ represents the graph G with an identified multiple independent or linearly correlated publisher and This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of IEEE Systems Journal. Citation information: DOI (identifier) 10.1109/JSYST.2018.2862913 custodian nodes represented by ⊂ . The set of receivergateway cache routers can receive data from all source nodes simultaneously with at most ( ( ↔ ) ) bits/s. This simultaneous transmission exists if the coding vectors { } are selected over a sufficiently large finite field 2 , such that all the matrices of the gateway routers are full rank.
Proof:
Based on our assumption that G = (V, E) is acyclic scale-free and that the intermediate nodes are allowed to perform only linear coding, each entry in is polynomial in { }, where { } is defined over a large finite field 2 . The proof strategy of Theorem 2 is to show that the product of the determinant of the transform matrices of the gateway routers is non zero, i.e., ∏ det ( ) ∀ = 1,2,3. . , where is the total number of receiver-gateway cache routers. As each entry in the ∀ = 1,2,3. . is polynomial in { }, we can infer that ∏ det ( ) is also a polynomial.
According to the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma, we have the following:
where is the degree of polynomial ∏ det ( ) , and [∏ det( ) = 0] is the probability that polynomial ∏ det ( )=0. Hence, we conclude that over a sufficiently large finite field 2 , a set of coefficients { } exist that ensures that all the matrices are full rank. Further, the probability of obtaining feasible coefficients becomes higher for larger values of .
A. Algebraic Framework
From Theorems 1 and 2, we can conclude that for the ICN type of cache network, a linear coding scheme exists. Next, we will obtain the network transformation matrix for each gateway cache router. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent line graph of example shown in Fig. 1 . An edge between any two vertices in a line graph represents a cache node and an outgoing edge in the corresponding network graph G = (V, E). For instance, in Fig.  2 , an edge → represents the cache router and outgoing edge from → in the network-graph representation of Fig. 1 . Hence, we can conclude that an edge in a line-graph representation of the ICN cache network is a memory with a size equal to the size of the cache router, which is common for two adjacent vertices in the line graph. Moreover, each vertex in the line graph represents the transitional memory, which stores the transmitted encoded symbols on the edge for , time duration, where , is the propagation delay between two adjacent vertices in the network graph G = (V, E). If there are ( ) number of sources (publisher and custodian cache routers) each transmitting 1 seg/s and if intermediate routers are allowed to perform linear coding, the line graph can be considered a ( ) input and ( ) output linear system, which can be represented by the system of linear equations.
Further, according to Theorem 2, the system of linear equations is solvable at the receiver-gateway router (and at any intermediate cache router) if the coefficients { } of the linear equations are chosen from a sufficiently large finite field 2 . Using an approach similar to that given in another study [11] , we derive the system of linear equation for this system as follows. At the coding point, the cache router performs the following linear operation.
Following the above process, the final output process observed by the receiver-gateway cache router is given as follows.
The coefficients { , , , , ℎ , , , } are considered in the finite field 2 . To understand the above process, we consider a simple example, as shown in Fig. 3 . After receiving the encoded symbols 1 and 2 of same , the node performs the coding operation. In Fig. 3a , the cache router is custodian of ,0 of content object ; hence, it linearly combines the incoming encoded symbols along with ,0 . The ,0 can be considered a random process generated on node , which is combined with the incoming random processes 1 and 2 . In Fig. 3b , the cache router is not a custodian of any segment of the content object . Hence, it linearly combines only the incoming encoded symbols. As discussed earlier, with ( ) number of sources, the network = ( , ) can be considered ( ) input ( ) output system linear equations. Hence, the aforementioned This
where is a × 1 matrix representing the encoded symbols for all edges in the network.
is a ( ) × matrix, which is common for all requested for the same content object. The matrix B represents how the publisher and custodian nodes are connected to the network. is an × adjacency matrix of the line graph. If an edge in the line graph has a common vertex from the network graph, and the common vertex is a receiver for the first node and a source for the second node, the entry in is an arbitrary positive value , , otherwise, it is 0. The matrix is a ( ) × matrix and represents how the gateway router ∈ observes the output process received by the incoming links. Finally, and are ( ) × matrices representing the input and output of the entire system, respectively.
B. Transformation Matrix of the Network
We consider network = ( , ) as a black box wherein an input process , is defined by the injection of content segments from the publisher and custodian nodes, and out process is defined by the sequence of encoded symbols observed by the receiver gateway router . The transformation of , → requires number of stages, where represents the path length between the source and receiver cache routers. In other words, the transform matrix is considered at each stage in the path; thus, at the ℎ stage we obtain + + 2 … . Because the matrix is nilpotent, ( − −1 ) = + + 2 … . This further confirms that the entries in are polynomial in variable { } chosen from sufficiently large finite field 2 . Thereafter, using the standard linear system theory, the transformation matrix for the gateway router ∈ is given as follows.
( ) = ( −1 − ) where matrix is a × matrix representing the delay observed on each edge in the network = ( , ) . If we consider unit delay, i.e., , = 1, the following equation is true.
= ( − )

IV. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF NETWORK CODING IN CCN
In previous sections, from Theorems 1 and 2, we concluded that for the ICN type of cache network, a linear coding scheme exists. In addition, we obtained the network transformation matrix for each gateway-cache router. This section presents our scheme for the practical implementation of the network coding in the ICN, particularly for the CCN architecture, termed the coded CCN (CCCN). In the conventional CCN architecture, an interest packet is referred to an entire content object or segment of content object, and the payload in the data packet is a segment of the requested objects or entire object itself. However, because of the coding process, the payload of a data packet may have an encoded symbol generated with two or more segments of the requested content object. To implement the network-coding scheme, we introduce few new fields in the interest and data packets. Fig. 4 shows a simple interest and data packet format of the CCN. All the fields are self-explanatory; however, refer to another study for further details [38] . We introduced new fields, as listed in Table I , in the interest and data packets at "optional interest type-length-values (TLVs)" and "optional data TLVs" fields, respectively. 
0
The payload is simple data.
−1
The interest packet is intended for the set of segments of the requested content object.
The payload is encoded data. 
router modifies the interest packet to search for the rest of the segments of the content. CASE 2: Similarly, if the interest packet is the request for a particular segment or a set of segments of the content object, the condition whether the segment(s) of the content is already stored in the cache is checked. If the content segment(s) is available in the cache, the cache router replies with the available segment(s). If there are missing segments, which are unavailable in the local cache, the cache router modifies the interest packet to search for the rest of the segments of the content.
CASE 3: However, in both cases (cases 1 and 2 discussed above), if the stored segment(s) is encoded and there are missing segment(s), which are unavailable in the local cache, the cache router replies with the encoded segment(s) and forwards the interest packet without modification to search for the rest of the segments of the content.
Algorithm 2 explains how a cache router handles the incoming packets when the incoming packet requires encoding and when the packets should be forwarded without the linear coding. A brief stepwise explanation is given below.
CASE 1: If multiple data packets arrive at different edges of the cache router and the request for the arriving contents is in PIT, the cache router then performs the coding procedure = ∑ , { ∈ ( )} and applies the LFRU [39] cachereplacement scheme to decide whether the encoded segments should be stored. Finally, the encoded segments are forwarded based on the routing table. CASE 2: Similarly, if multiple data packets arrive at different edges of the cache router and the segment or multiple segments of the same content object were already stored in the cache, the cache router performs the coding procedure = ∑ , , { :
∈| | } + ∑ , { ∈ ( )} and applies the LFRU [39] cache-replacement scheme to decide whether the encoded segments should be stored. Finally, forward the encoded segments based on the routing table. CASE 3: Similarly, if multiple content segments arrive at the same edge of the cache router, the LFRU [39] cachereplacement scheme is used to decide whether the encoded segments should be stored and the encoded segments are forwarded based on the routing table.
Algorithm 3 explains how the gateway-cache router processes the incoming packets. A brief stepwise explanation is given below. CASE 1: If the incoming data packet payload is a simple content segment, the LFRU [39] cache-replacement scheme is used to decide whether the segment should be stored, and the segment is then transferred into the consumer space. CASE 2: If the incoming data packet payload is an encoded content segment, the transformation matrix is used to decode the encoded symbol and the LFRU [39] cache-replacement scheme is used to decide whether the segment should be stored, and the segment is then transferred into the consumer space.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Network Setup and Assumptions
We consider a scale-free network of 100 cache nodes generated using the Barabási-Albert (BA) model, as shown in Fig. 5 , which connects the publisher and the consumer space. Each cache router has a static request routing table. Further, we assume five content publishers in the network, each with 10000 content items; a Zipf-distribution with a popularity distribution exponent ∝= 0.7 is used to determine the population of 50000 content items in the entire network.
To ensure quick dissemination of the content in the network, the publishers are connected to the cache routers with the highest betweenness centrality score. In Fig. 5 , the darker the color of the dot, the higher the betweenness centrality score of the cache node. Furthermore, we assume 15 gateway-cache routers connected to a large number of consumers. In Fig. 5 , the dotted line represents the aggregated content request arrival at a gateway-cache router directly from the consumer space. The total request arrival rate ( ) at any gateway cache router is obtained as the sum of the aggregated content requests directly coming from the consumer space ( λ j = 25~100/ ) plus aggregate requests forwarded by the neighboring cache nodes ( = ∑ , , where ∈ set of adjacent cache nodes ).
Moreover, the gateway-cache routers , which connect the consumer space with the core network, are selected with the lowest centrality score; this ensures that the gateway-cache router can use most of the processing resources for the decoding operation. This assumption is reasonable because on an average, the edge routers in a scale-free network have lower centrality score. Further, we assume that the size of each content item is 100 MB, which is divided into 10 segments each with a size of 10 MB. The link capacity in the core network between the two cache routers is 1 Gbps, which implies that each link represents 100 parallel unit capacity edges in an equivalent network graph This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of IEEE Systems Journal. Citation information: DOI (identifier) 10.1109/JSYST.2018.2862913
(as discussed in previous sections) of the core network. Finally, the LFRU [39] is used in the experiment as a cache-replacement scheme. We assume that for the LFRU [39] scheme, 20% of the cache is allocated for the unprivileged partition.
B. Results
We implemented the network setup, as described above, in MATLAB and compared the performance of the proposed CCCN scheme with the CCN, NC-CCN [30] , and IP-based network. This comparison is made in terms of three performance parameters: the average link-capacity usage, average download time, and average interest load. To incorporate the coding cost in the CCCN and NC-CCN cache routers, we assume that on an average, a cache router takes 5% more time to process a data packet. However, the exact cost of the coding operation is still debatable. Moreover, we consider 0.5-1% packet lost rate, which is consider an acceptable lost rate for high quality video streaming. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the average download time observed when each of the 15 gateway-cache routers receives the requests for the contents assumed to be Poisson distributed with a rate λ j = 100 / . Definition: In the steady state, the average download time is defined as the ratio of the total number of requests observed on all 15 cache routers to the time taken to receive all the requested contents at the gateway routers.
The results are considered for different cache sizes [200 MB-100 GB]. Fig. 6 clearly shows that the CCN, NC-CCN, and CCCN perform better than the IP based network. For a smaller cache size, the CCN performs slightly better than NC-CCN and CCCN; however, for larger cache sizes, the CCCN performs much better than NC-CCN and CCN. The difference in the performances reduces with very large size caches. In fact, with a smaller cache size, several popular contents do not get the opportunity to be stored in the intermediate cache router. This implies that in NC-CCN and CCCN, the intermediate cache routers performs several coding operations, and hence, induces extra delay. For a large cache size, the advantages of coding are much more than the coding cost, and both NC-CCN and CCCN performs better than the CCN. However, for very large cache sizes, the difference in performances reduces because a large number of popular contents are available at the first few hop distance from the gateway router.
The NC-CCN network-coding scheme does not support the segment level naming; rather the content level naming is used for requesting the segment level coded blocks. As a result, the PIT become ineffective, and segment level data search is not possible; therefore, to distinguish different interest and data packets NC-CCN introduced a tagging scheme. The tagging scheme put an extra computational and storage burden on the intermediate cache routers, which introduces additional processing delay. Moreover, NC-CCN defines a priority scheme for the content replacement based on the number of coded blocks stored in the cache router. This kind of content replacement does not ensure that the replicated content is popular in the locality of cache node. All these factors degrade the performance of NC-CCN, as shown in Fig. 6, CCCN outperforms the NC-CCN scheme. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the average link-capacity usage observed when each of the 15 gateway-cache routers, with a fixed cache size of 1 GB, receives the requests for the contents assumed to be Poisson distributed with a rate λ j = (10~100) / . Definition: In the steady state, the average link load is defined as the ratio of the total network traffic to the total number of links involved in the transmission. Thus, the linkcapacity usage is the ratio of the average link load to the total link capacity.
The results are taken for the request arrival rate λ j = (10~100) / . Fig. 7 clearly shows that both the CCN and CCCN perform better than the IP-based network. However, NC-CCN and CCCN performs better than the CCN, and the difference in the performances increases with the increase in the number of requests. This observation is quite evident because both, NC-CCN and CCCN, linearly combines the multiple data packets for high network traffic, thus reducing the usage of the link capacity.
In NC-CCN the interest packet carries the rank of coding vector. When a cache router receives an interest packet, it serves the request only if the rank value in interest packet is smaller than the number of saved coded blocks. This method potentially This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of IEEE Systems Journal. Citation information: DOI (identifier) 10.1109/JSYST.2018.2862913 makes some false decisions; causing the wastage of network transmission and caching resources. In contrast, in CCCN the interest packet carries required coding information in and , and there is no chance of false decision; hence no wastage of network transmission and caching resources. Therefore, it clear from results, as shown in Fig. 7 , NC-CCN link capacity usage is higher than CCCN.
In NC-CCN the interest packet carries the rank of coding vector. When a cache router receive an interest packet, it serves the request only if the rank value in interest packet is smaller than number of saved coded blocks. This method potentially can make false decisions; causing the wastage of network transmission and caching resources. In contrast, in CCCN the interest packet carries required coding information in and , and there is no chance of false decision; hence no wastage of network transmission and caching resources. Therefore, it clear from results, as shown in Fig. 7 , NC-CCN link capacity usage is higher than CCCN. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the average number of interests per link observed when each of the 15 gateway-cache routers, with a cache size of 1GB, 10, and 100GB, receives the requests for the contents assumed to be Poisson distributed with a rate λ j = (10~100) / . Definition: In the steady state, the average interest load is defined as the ratio of the total number of interests forwarded in core network to the total number of requested content received at the gateway routers. Fig. 8-a~c shows that both the CCN and CCCN perform better than the NC-CCN. The performance gap with cache size 1GB is significantly higher than the performance gap with cache size 10GB and cache size 100GB, as shown in Fig. 8-a,  Fig. 8-b and Fig 8-c, respectively . The difference in the performances increases with the increase of request rate; however, for larger cache sizes, the difference in performance gap reduces. This observation is quite evident, because in NC-CCN the PIT is ineffective due to the content level naming. One of the key advantages of PIT is the aggregation of interest packets, due to the ineffectiveness of PIT in NC-CCN, the number of interest packets increases in proportion to the number of coded segments and the number of requests. Besides the performance degradation, the ineffectiveness of PIT also makes NC-CCN scheme vulnerable to the denial of service (DoS) attacks.
VI. CONCLUSION
The ICN is a network-level solution, fundamentally considered a multisource, multicast content-delivery solution. Because of the benefits of network coding for multicasting scenarios and proven benefits for distributed storage networks, the network coding is apt for the ICN architecture. In this study, first, we showed that for the ICN architecture, a linear coding scheme exists, which is solvable in polynomial time. We adopted the model and approach discussed in another study [11] and presented an algebraic framework. Based on the theoretical algebraic framework, we proposed a practical implementation of the network-coding scheme for the ICN, particularly for the CCN architecture, termed the CCCN. We compared the proposed CCCN scheme with the NC-CCN, CCN, and IP-based network in terms of three performance parameters: the average download time, the average link-capacity usage, and the average interest load. The results proved that the network coding significantly improves the performance of the CCN; however, CCCN outperforms NC-CCN [30] in all cases.
